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AN INSECURE WORLD

Many people have asked themselves where humanity is heading, when the distinction in our world 
between right and wrong has become more and more blurred. There’s growing mistrust of political 
leaders and economic powerbrokers due to the epidemic of greed and egocentricity. Insecurity is rife 
and many feel powerless to improve their future. Reality Portal is an awareness-increasing 
documentary platform where no truth is taken for granted. Join us on a personal journey 
through TimeSpace with all senses open, which globally reflects this troubled period. The 
Reality Portal project presents war and peace, inner and outer balance, human rights and the 
full spectrum of behavioural possibilities. Reality is about threats, potential, truths and the 
future as a shared global project.

THE COMMON DENOMINATOR

Reality will be a totally boundless open plan documentary series, with an original 
approach, synergetically connected to a highly outstanding internet portal, where the common 
denominator is the search for truth. The presentation depicts a no-holds-barred multifaceted 
worldview, a journey where we meet lies, double standards, prejudice, egotism and violence - 
but also hope, love, dreams, creativity and visions about the future. Reality paints a visual 
extravaganza and initiates a rhythmic journey beyond prejudice through time and space.

YOU’RE EITHER WITH US OR YOU’RE AGAINST US

The increasing harshness in the attitudes of those in power with statements such as”You’re 
either with us or you’re with the terrorists” gives a simplified black/white picture of the world. 
Those in power are putting the focus on demonising sub-cultures, certain behaviour, minor 
transgressions of contrived law rather then homing in on real problems like increasing class 
gaps, injustice and instability. It has been said”Who controls the past, controls the present and 
the future”. That’s why our adventure starts with the origin of life. What is our worldview 
based upon and are there pieces of our past that do not fit into the official account of history? 
And are the missing pieces of the jigsaw part of a bigger mystery?

THOUGHTS AND PERSONALITIES FROM 
AROUND THE WORLD

On our journey we will meet a wide range of personalities and be 
exposed to all sorts of experiences. Liza was threatened with 
forcible imprisonment by the Swedish authorities at a time when 
she had been offered job as a DJ in one of Amsterdam’s most 
prestigious clubs. We will meet both the Dalai Lama and his holiness 
Karmapa. The former skinhead Mark got a new perspective of life 
through the rave-culture and works today as an Art-Director in a 
marketing company and as same time lives in an abandoned factory. 
We present a shaman from an indigenous South-American tribe who 
has experienced traveling into other realities and dimensions. The 
disillusioned former UN Assistant Secretary-General frankly 
reveals his philosophical take on right and wrong. Colourful 
personalities tell us about their reality and their knowledge on 
mankind and human affairs.

Reality will show a multifaceted world, the aim of which is to widen understanding. 
Here follows some perspective and directions that will be covered in the 
documentary series and/or the internet portal.

1. TRUTH

One of the recurring themes permeating Reality Portal is the depiction of different perceptions 
of truth. Is there an actual truth or is truth always subjective? The question has to be asked” 
how is truth modified by dogmas, taboos, religion, politics and social structure? And how can 
what is right and wrong become wrong and right from one place or time to another? Reality 
takes us around the planet in search of different opinions on truth, a journey between different 
worlds and continents where the goal is to give the spectator an increased awareness of the 
state of Humanity, Mother Earth and the Universe.

2. THE WORLD POLITICAL PICTURE

Politics, power and religion have formed the framework for today’s existential angst, where the politically 
correct truth is the base for our view on the world. The ruling elite wants to control our understanding 
of truth through different forms of overt and covert influence. Is it possible to see beyond propaganda 
and manipulation and reach your own”Reality”?

3. SEXUALITY
Why is diversity in sexuality so dangerous to many people? How can consensual sex be a threat? The 
view on sexuality varies a lot all over the world and also with different cultures. In India some 
transsexuals are considered to be divine. In Thailand 25 % of all boys growing up are transsexuals and 
within their culture it’s considered more prestigious to make love to a”lady boy” than to a woman. 
However, in Thailand there’s a lot of intolerance towards homosexuality. Amongst others, we will meet 
one of Thailand’s best thai-boxers,  a “lady boy”. In southern Europe many guys have sex with other guys 
without considering them selves to be homosexuals. You are”straight” as long as you are not the passive 
part during the sexual act. It is fascinating to explore different views regarding sexuality and 
sexual roles. Is there a correct way to conduct one’s sexuality and express one’s feelings? Can 
sexual alienation force you to find your own truth? Perhaps we are all bisexual? How come 
seagulls are often lesbians and that some species change their sex when needed?

George W. Bush

His Holiness Karmapa



4. HISTORY

Mankind has through the ages had knowledge about realities that have been lost to 
us. How can we explain the sophisticated astronomical knowledge known by cultures 
long before our own? The”primitive” Dogon tribe in Mali had knowledge about elliptical 
orbits, the rings of Saturn, the moons of Jupiter and the Earth’s rotation around it’s 
own axis without encyclopaedias or telescopes. How is it that scientists have found 
“the flower of life” symbol in both Egyptian, Central and South American pyramids as 
well as on Gotland island in Sweden? And what is the connection between this 
”flower of life” symbol and Leonardo da Vinci and sacred geometry? How come that 
inside the Cheops-pyramid there is a gigantic tub made of rock, comprising a single 
piece of granite with a melted side? What type of power makes granite melt? Are 
there alternative historical truths?

5. IN YOUR MIND

In which way does the human psyche influence our lives? In healthcare
it is well known that the placebo-effect sometimes works as well as 
medicine. And who has not heard that faith can move any mountain? Which 
mental blockages prevent us from reaching our true potential? How come 
people in Africa smile four times more than in the west despite the fact 
that they only have a plain earth floor to sleep on and few external tools? 
How is it that Swedish people can live their entire life in the same house 
without ever having greeted their neighbours? What is hypnosis? How come 
Bruce Lee’s punch from a few centimeters can make a man fly meters away? 
Are there any mental truths?

6. DANCE AND LAWS
    AGAINST DANCING

How important is dancing for the human 
experience? The rave culture, which by some, has 
been called the equivalent of the hippie movement, 
is blacklisted in Sweden but permitted in most other countries. In 
Sweden the rave culture is unjustifiably attacked as happened to jazz music 
in earlier times. Today raves in Europe are mainstream while jazz is regarded as refined. At a time 

of increasingly repressive laws and regulations, decreasing personal freedom, 
Sweden has repressed, marginalized and demonized the rave culture. Why are 
they frightened by dance, passion and spontaneity? Come and join an illegal 
street party and see the reactions for and against. Join in the world’s biggest 
peace manifestation Love Parade where up to 2 million people come together and 
connect. We will meet hippies, artists, free- thinkers, philosophers and ravers 
and see how they live, think and feel.

7. ENERGY

Why do more people commit suicide in April and May than in any other month? 
How is it that the CIA yearly invests billions into telekinetic research? What is 
the connection between ley lines and cancer? How do sunspot cycles affect life 

on Earth and what makes a pigeon able to navigate home from a far distance? What are 
the micro- and macro cosmos? Surely if the moon can influence bodies of water with 
certain areas of the world experiencing differences between high and low water of 16 
meters there have to be effects on human beings who are 70% water”
What is energy and are there inventions generating 100% safe and clean Free Energy? 
And if there are why don’t we hear more about them?
Why don’t we use more solar panels and wind power globally?

8. POLITICS AND EVIL

Does the word democracy mean anything anymore? Both Saddam Hussein and George W 
Bush claim to be democrats. Those in power are becoming increasingly dictatorial by 
putting limits on the possibilities for ordinary people to speak out freely. Politicians like 
Berlusconi take control of parties, companies, media and thereby get a monopoly on 
describing reality. Is there a popular will and how can we hear that? Is it right to kill for 
a good cause” and who determines what’s good? Is it possible to measure sorrow and is 
some people’s pain more important than others? What is terrorism and who conducts 
terror and in the interest of whom? Are there visionaries that can give alternatives to 

war and terror? We meet military personnel, ”terrorists” and ”thinkers” from all sides.

9. WAR OR INNER PEACE

Can one through increased inner peace neutralize the rapidly increasing outer imbalance? Can meditation 
and positive thinking contribute to greater worldwide human awareness? What is the synergy effect and 
how do we achieve peace? We traverse the planet in search of the subtle causes of the visible events. 
Why are there so many wars? Who makes money out of that and what is the hidden agenda? How come 
that support to the ”Third World” from many western countries so often is tied to the sale of weapons?
In which way is the burden of debts affecting the global imbalance?
When the UN previously arranged a peace conference, all the leaders in the world were invited except 
the Dalai Lama, the leader of former Tibet, now an annexed province of China, a country where human 
rights are not taken seriously. China had exerted diplomatic pressure for this peacefull man not to come.
Can rights and power co-exist?

10. FOOD, EATING 
      AND ALL THAT

In Sweden one eats crayfish, in Asia dog or 
octopus. In Mexico there are more than 300 
edible insects. One can make a mince of 
flies that are much richer in protein then 
hamburgers and could feed all of Africa. Is 
it true that there are monks in Tibet who 
never eat and purely live on air – prana? 
We will meet the man who was forced to 
eat his friend to survive. Can one mentally 
recover from such an experience?

Marc; former skinhead
Now an openminded raver

Aztec by the sunpyramid in Mexico



GALLERY OF UNIQUE PERSONS
Reality Portal is about humans, their thoughts and ideas. Many interesting persons will be involved in 
one way or another. We already met Nobel price winner the Dalai Lama, LSD-inventor Albert Hoffman 
and Denis Haliday - the disillusioned former UN Assistant Secretary-General, the channelling writer Neal 
Donald Walsch ,the former chief UN weapons inspector Scott Ritter, as well as pop stars, street 
children, nuns, shamans and gay porn stars.

Other people we aim to interview are among others:

Woody Harrelson, actor; Nina Hagen, artist; Anita Roddick, Body Shop
Richard Branson, Virgin; Deepak Chopra, writer; Macy Gray, artist
Tori Amos, artist; Richard Gere, actor; Michael Moore, filmmaker;
Bono, artist; Noam Chomsky, professor; Naomi Klein, writer
John Pilger, documentary filmmaker; Andy Bell, artist; 
Greg Palast, reporter/writer; Yoko Ono Lennon, artist; 
James Nachtwey, war photographer; Tina Turner, artist; Lucas Alexander, 
artist; Eminem, artist
Plus more...

WHAT IS THEIR REALITY?

TARGET GROUP AND PERSPECTIVES
Reality Portal won’t be like anything else that’s been shown. The documentary 
series will be universal as well as personal. The tempo varies between 
extremely slow and astoundingly fast” jumping between subjects, views, places, 
people, pictures, music, impressions, rhythm” and also gives possibilities for 
reflection and thought. Reality Portal will never lose the thread” a continuing search for truth, and a 
broader and deeper worldview. Reality is for everyone who thinks about life and why we”re here” The 
purpose is to get the viewer to stop and reflect and react, or perhaps just think about what it means 
to be a human. The documentary series will spark debate and awaken thoughts within to inspire an 
exploration of one’s own reality. It can also be used as a central focus for discussion amongst others 
by NGOs, schools and universities, regarding democracy, globalization and international justice. Reality is 
an awareness-increasing project aiming to bring back self-esteem and power to the people, and with 
that a more involved humanity and a greater potential for a more balanced peaceful tomorrow.

THE RECORDING - AROUND THE WORLD WITHOUT A BUDGET

The first part of the documentary was already filmed in 1998, and since then, the project’s creative, 
truth-seeking souls have managed to capture reality in Africa, Asia and Europe, all done with empty 
pockets and borrowed equipment by openhearted curious minds driven forward through an unsteady 
world by a shared burning compassion for a greater global awareness. With no financial strings 
attached this guarantees a true, broad, unbiased perspective. With more than 300 hours of film, some 
of the world’s most famous beings share their truth, put together through synchronicity, making us 
understand that we all have the power to create miracles, if we believe and open our selves for the 
unexpected. The recording so far, is mainly shot on Mini-DV, but more new and old media formats are 
used to put together information on the web an DVD for everybody.
The documentary series will be in different languages with subtitles.

REALITYPORTAL.INFO - CONNECTING THE NEW MEDIA MOVEMENT

The old rigid media institutions, now in the hands of fewer and fewer, seem to be more and more aimed 
at bombarding humanity with crap, propaganda and/or advertisement for products no one really needs. 
Reality Portal will set a new standard by connecting WE THE PEOPLE and the flexible thought provoking 
NEW MEDIA MOVEMENT with guerrilla journalists and information terrorist from all walks of life, cross 
promoting ideas, inspirations, inventions and truths.

REALITY PORTAL.INFO - THE SYNERGETIC WEB PLATFORM

The documentary series can sometimes penetrate and focus on one subject, but will in general contain 
many people, places, themes and links, which means each sequence will be given a limited amount of 
time. The project is therefore symbiotically interconnected with a synergetic 
and organically growing web-platform, 

a reality 
information base that gives the possibility of in-depth 

studies of all the news, subjects and people. This web-platform will function as a holistic portal 
expanding human thought by linking committed beings and the essence of the NEW MEDIA MOVEMENT, 
transforming the power of WE THE PEOPLE into rings on the water, like a conscious expanding 
earth-shaking planetary domino effect. Realityportal.info will be a global interconnecting structure for 
change, transformation and exposure of mind-bending revelations. A platform, news-source and meeting 
point for beings sharing a broader perspective of truth. Reality portal will connect humans seeking 
background and meaning that will deeply affect Earth and Humanity.

THE REALITY FOUNDATION
Financial support through donations and from foundations, NGOs and beings sharing the 
projects values for freedom of speech and inner balance will be sought and accepted. 
Money will never though be allowed to direct the information in any way. The Reality Portal 
is a Non Government Organization working for expanding the voice of the people and 
freedom of mind. A foundation for the financial platform has already been created.



REALITY PORTAL - BACKGROUND

DISTRIBUTION - OLD WAYS

The pilot episodes of Reality Portal - the documentary series will be transformed into a cinema version 
for 35 mm, a version for e-movie as well as TV/video/DVD- versions. Most episodes will be made 
available in a variety of different formats. All parts of the documentary will be released, sold and 
shown globally to generate income.

DISTRIBUTION - NEW WAYS AND FREE WAYS

All episodes will have a Creative Common flexible copyright, so that the information FREELY can be 
spread for non-commercial purposes. The project will also be spread for FREE to more than 100 of the 
most groundbreaking internet sites around the planet. Therefore, the impact on release will be massive. 
Reality is about sharing and connecting a broader perspective of truth through the power of 
networking. The strength of a unique and avant-garde information base in combination with the world’s 
most fascinating thoughts, ideas and a diverse blend of exciting open-minded beings sharing essential 
truths, has a potential to generate massive focus, as well as benefiting the future development of 
mankind.

KEVIN ZAAR, DIRECTOR: MY STORY

Already as a 15 year old, banished by my father from my hometown I got acquainted with the harsh 
reality of exclusion. After years of being beaten with weapons and psychic torture both at home and in 
school there was no other way -  ”It’s for the good of the family”, my father said. I escaped to 
Stockholm with only 200 SEK (approx. 20 Euro) in my pocket. My homosexuality would have been to 
shameful to bare for my family. The lack of heart and empathy which so often penetrated my father’s 
moods heavily affected me while growing up. I felt downgraded and unjustifiably treated. Early in life I 
was forced to take care of myself, something that isn’t so easy when you’re kicked out of the nest 
despite having a suppressed personality, into a world of duality and mindlessness. This severe 
awakening made me realize that the only way I could walk was on my own. I was forced to trust my 
inner power and strength. In a subjective world I started searching for my own truth. I tried everything 
from politics, group-sex, drugs, journeys through meditation, in an attempt to have a boundless 
perspective upon reality.

PEPTALK FROM THE TWILIGHT ZONE
KEVIN IS TOLD TO FOLLOW HIS VISION

Thirteen years ago, on the 18th of October 1992 I happened to hypnotize my friend Per. His 
consciousness went back in time and ended up in Egypt. There he had a relationship with a goddess 
called The Daughter of the Sun. Her consciousness then entered his body and we communicated for 
approx. 2 hours. It might sound a bit ”out of this world” or strange but actually happened. Like an 
Oracle in Delphi/ Shirley MacLaine thing,  a peptalk from the Twilight Zone. This consciousness, I 
understood was not bound by time and space and had a broader understanding of the human 
experience. I was told that the visions of making a film about reality that I had previously felt but 
didn’t know how to realize - would come true. I was told everything was energy and equal and that I’d 
been chosen to spread this information in a logical way, never to do things for egoistical reasons and 
to always follow my heart.

THE REALITY FOUNDATION

Financial support through donations and from foundations, NGOs and beings sharing the projects values 
for freedom of speech and inner balance will be sought and accepted. Money will never though be 
allowed to direct the information in any way. The Reality Portal is a Non Government Organization 
working for expanding the voice of the people and freedom of mind. A foundation for the financial 
platform has already been created.

THE FOCUS ENLARGES
KEVIN ZAAR’S FINAL THOUGHTS

From a seed thought in 1992 and a feeling of powerlessness I 
cursed the Universe since I had no idea which way to go. I 
wanted to change the global imbalance but didn’t know how. I 
never expected to be heard from the most mysterious source. 
After my ”peptalk from the Twilight Zone”, via synchronicity 
and through problems, obstacles, peace festivals, TV shows, 
interviews and parties I came to grow, and became ready to 
face my challenge. When I started working with this 
documentary I focused on the rave scene. I noticed how more 
and more of my dearest most creative friends had had enough. 
Today more than 30 of my friends have moved away from 
Sweden, to other countries where one has another view on 
right and wrong. The project has developed and focus enlarged 
hand in hand with my growing social commitment against injustice 
and for vulnerable groups. When I now look into the rear-view 
mirror I realize that what I’ve done since the ”channelling thing” 
has led me forward towards this project which has involved 
interviews on national radio with artists and actors about life 
mysteries, programs about mercury poisoning, leylines and 
academics sharing their experiences outside of ”the box”. My 
own worldview and social network are constantly expanding. So 
now we’re ready! Ready to show a boundless reality where the 
perception of truth is constantly changing”

“Who controls the past
controls the future.
Who controls the present
controls the past.”
George Orwell, 1984

Hatshepsut - daughter of the sun



PRODUCTIONTEAM
In the work with Reality Portal we co-operate internationally with several directors, documentary 
filmmakers, artists and musicians from Holland, Sweden, Germany, England, Canada and the USA. We 
network, film, travel and create together. All share the vision of the project - an increased global 
awareness - by connecting devoted open-minded beings. In the future several creative reality crews 
will be working simultaneously around the globe capturing a broader perspective of truth.

Here’s the essence of some of the outstanding beings energetically and emotionally involved
in the awareness-increasing Reality Portal project:

KEVIN ZAAR - PIONEERING VISIONARY DIRECTOR AND ARTIST

Kevin has an inspiring, artistic creativity which has come to joyful use in roles like: radio and 
newspaper-reporter, talk show-host, festival-organizer, scriptwriter and director. While filming for 
the Reality Portal documentary in Sweden Kevin was brutally beaten and violently knocked down by 
the police and had to seek emergency hospital care. He was also threatened by the authorities for 
doing ”immoral things” and had to go into exile.

JAN PALMBLAD - PRODUCER

Jan is a legal expert, producer and active board member of Greenpeace. He has previously written 
and produced the Swedish youth-movie ‘Festival’. ”I only do what I’m committed to 100%” - was Jan’s 
answer when asked if he wanted to contribute to the development of Reality. And now Jan is a part 
of the gang. We’re positively touched by his commitment and constantly get stimulated by his burning 
passion.

PER REJVING - PROJECT CONSULTANT

Per is the business consultant Kevin happened to hypnotize in 1992, the one that started channelling 
Hatshepsut telling Kevin to follow his heart and vision. Per has been fascinated by Egypt since 
childhood (!!!)” He works as a consultant for some of the world’s largest companies and has educated 
around 20,000 people, in how to lead projects. He’s also involved in developing aid projects towards 
Africa and always returns to his favorite country Eritrea.

ZTEFAN BERTHA - PHOTOGRAPHER

Ztefan has 20 years experience as a photographer with Asia and Mexico as his specialties. For 
several years he’s developed a close relationship with the Dalai Lama regarding spiritual 
development. No place is too far for this adventurer. Ztefan is personally involved in several 
projects aimed at increasing the focus on the problematic life situation for indigenous people.

BIRGITTA GRANSTRÖM - CAREER COACH AND PUBLISHER

Birgitta is a writer with her own book company. She has 15 years experience of running her own 
business and teaches positive thinking globally. She’s a personal coach and a popular speaker. One 
realizes when she reveals her main interests, parachuting, scuba diving and facing fears, that 
Birgitta is never afraid to accept new challenges.

SOLEDAD LECCHINI - REPORTER

From Uruguay comes this South-American beauty who speaks no less than 7 languages fluently. With 
a vast developed photographic memory and never fully quenched curiosity, Soledad is a shining warm 
harmonic asset. She’s a phenomenal reporter and a goddess on editing and filming.

DANIEL SCHEJA - DIRECTOR

Residing in New York, a global hot spot, Daniel is responsible for the American structure. Having an 
incredible social network, sharp mind and extreme open-mindedness he’s a welcome part of the crew. 
Among many things” we hope to get closer acquainted with his neighbor, Yoko Ono Lennon.

FRIDA HALLEN - DOCUMENTARY FILMER AND REPORTER

She’s one of Kevin’s 30 friends who escaped, from Sweden due to repression. Frida lives in the heart 
of Amsterdam and is a positive, spiritual and multi creative being educated by the Dutch film 
institute. Frida arranges exciting parties and organizes the structure and planning for Holland. She’s 
also a great reporter.

SOFIA LINDBLOM - REPORTER AND PR CO-ORDINATOR

Nothing is too way out or odd for Sofia when it comes to trying out different life experiences. She 
has worked as a go go-girl in Japan, a military ordering all the men and a diving instructor in Phuket 
just before the big Tsunami and experienced a broad variety of situations. Sofia is now ready to 
share Reality.

DR JAMES K.E. DWYER - HOLISTIC DOCTOR AND DRUID

Dr James is a balancing and harmonizing guiding force behind the Reality Portal. He always had an 
enquiring mind, asked awkward questions from an early age and sensed that many of his teachers 
were afraid of truth. His decision to press ahead with a personal quest to uncover what was really 
going on led him to explore many avenues and the Reality Portal project.



ABOUT REALITY PORTAL - EPISODE 0 - BOOMFESTIVAL 2004 (PILOT)

INFO: An in depth focus of the psychedelic paradise party
LENGTH: Approx. 100 min
FORMAT: Mini-DV
DIRECTOR: Kevin Zaar
REPORTERS: Kevin Zaar, Sofia Lindblom
PHOTOGRAPHER: Kevin Zaar
PRODUCER: Jan Palmblad
INTERVIEWED / WITH: Martina Hoffmann, artist; Luke Brown, artist; Jon Hanna, Psychedelic resource
 list; Luke Brown, artist; the Koan brothers, ravers and hippies
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Reality Portal Productions
RECORDING TIME: Summer 2004
RESEARCH: Summer 2004
EDITING: Spring 2005
SOUND EDITING: Spring 2005
GRAPHICAL WORK Spring 2005
LANGUAGE: English
RELEASE: Summer 2006

ABOUT REALITY PORTAL - EPISODE 1 - FREEDOM FIGHTERS (PILOT)

INFO: An in depth focus of freedom fighters
LENGTH: Approx. 120 min
FORMAT: Mini-DV, DV-Cam
DIRECTOR: Kevin Zaar
REPORTERS: Frida Hallen, Kevin Zaar, Soledad Lecchini
PHOTOGRAPHER: Kevin Zaar, Ztefan Bertha
PRODUCER: Jan Palmblad
INTERVIEWED / WITH: Albert Hoffman, LSD discoverer; Denis Haliday, former UN Assistant 
 Secretary-General; the channelling writer Neal Donald Walsch; Scott Ritter, 
 former chief UN weapons inspector; a former LAPD officer; ravers; hippies;
 DJ Per; QX; lesbians; gays; Sofia Lindblom
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Reality Portal Productions
RECORDING TIME: 1998 - 2004
RESEARCH: 1998 - 2006
EDITING: 2006
SOUND EDITING: 2006
GRAPHICAL WORK: 2003 - 2006
LANGUAGE: English, Swedish and Dutch; with subtitles
RELEASE: Summer 2006

ABOUT REALITY PORTAL - THE DOCUMENTARY SERIES

INFO: The coming shorter episodes of the series
LENGTH: Approx. 45 min
FORMAT: Mini-DV, DV-Cam, super 8, Super 16 + more
PRODUCTION COMPANY: Reality Portal Productions
RECORDING TIME: 1998 - 2006
RESEARCH: 1998 - 2006
LANGUAGE: English, Swedish, Dutch, Spanish and German; with subtitles
RELEASE: Autumn 2006 and continuing

The world is ready for Reality!  
  


